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Abstract—We introduce a library for the productive development of image processing accelerators using C-based high-level synthesis. The key concept of our approach is to provide a set of generic building blocks that is applicable to a multitude of image processing applications. An efficient memory architecture that facilitates easy integration of point and local image processing operators is the centerpiece of the library. The generic building blocks are kept very compact and can be tailored to support sophisticated processing techniques. The representation enables the designer to comply with specific design requirements, such as stringent timing constraints or limited resource budgets. Results show a significant gain in productivity compared to hand coded implementation while delivering comparable performance and resource requirements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to their high computational power in combination with excellent energy efficiency, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have not only recently been a target for the implementation of signal processing systems. As designing for FPGA hardware imposes the often proclaimed productivity gap, a move to higher abstraction levels has been a lively research area for the past decades. High-Level Synthesis (HLS) frameworks have meanwhile matured to be a considerable alternative to hand-coded Register Transfer Level (RTL) designs, often providing significant productivity gains at an equal quality of results. However, the available tools are still very complex and cannot be seen as a substitute for detailed knowledge of the underlying hardware.

In this work, we present a lightweight library for C-based HLS to aid designers in the development of hardware accelerators for image processing. The library is specified around an efficient streaming data memory architecture and is thus ideally suited to support point and local image processing operators. A fundamental concept is to keep the library as compact as possible. We therefore only aim at providing the essential features to expedite the development of image filtering implementations, which, in consequence enables easy customization and adaptation to a plethora of different applications. Although the presented library is foremost targeted at the Vivado HLS framework from Xilinx [1], the presented work is applicable to C-based high-level synthesis in general.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work. The hardware architecture for stream-based image processing on FPGAs of the proposed approach is introduced in Section III using a two-dimensional Gaussian convolution as a motivational example. Section IV presents how point and local operators can be specified for image processing. Experimental results are discussed in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

High-level synthesis for reconfigurable logic has received a lot of attention over the past decades. Several excellent surveys exist to provide an overview of the developments [2] [3] [4]. Despite this progress, familiarity with the target architecture is paramount to increase productivity and obtain good results. For image and signal processing, it is often a challenge to bring together different areas of expertise, for example algorithm design and hardware implementation. Commercial HLS frameworks often include specific libraries to provide elementary architecture constructs and digital signal processing implementations. Special image processing libraries are also available, for example, for Calypto’s CatapultC [5] or the Impulse CoDeveloper C-to-FPGA Tools from Impulse Accelerated Technologies [6]. The concept here lies mostly in providing developers with a set of custom functions and their efficient implementation.

Another approach is, for example, the partial port of the OpenCV library [8] for Vivado HLS from Xilinx [1]. OpenCV provides the designer with a memory infrastructure and specific algorithm implementations. Extending these for problems, that are not taken into account in the library directly might become very challenging. Moreover, there exist specific frameworks to create hardware implementations from signal and image processing designs developed in the Matlab/Simulink, such as HDL-coder [9] and Synphony [10]. An overview and evaluation of the different methods is presented by Zoss et al. in [11].

In contrast to the numerous closed-source commercial projects, there also exist specific academic approaches. PARO [12] [13], for example, is targeted at nested loop programs and therefore especially well suitable for accelerating digital signal processing applications. To aid designers in the image processing domain, PARO also features domain-specific augmentations to provide efficient implementations on a high abstraction level [7]. A widely recognized approach is SPIRAL [14], which is a framework for the generation of hard- and software implementations of digital signal processing algorithms (linear transformations) using a domain-specific language. Another considerable approach was proposed by George et al. [15].

III. STREAM-BASED IMAGE PROCESSING ON FPGAS

One of the key concepts of the here presented library is to provide means to productively develop accelerators for image processing using HLS and efficiently integrate these with the data streaming methodology. Vivado HLS, for example, implements...
a specific stream class to represent streaming data interfaces using a FIFO semantic. Our approach uses this streaming class as an interface between hardware accelerators and the FPGA fabric. In this way, we can integrate the library components seamlessly with other key components of the FPGA fabric, such as memory controllers and bus interfaces. Moreover, we can use the streaming interface to construct fully pipelined complex filtering systems.

A. Motivational Example

Denote an image of resolution \( n \times m \) as a function \( f : \{1, \ldots, n\} \times \{1, \ldots, m\} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \). Applying a Gaussian convolution as a local operator to an image \( \tilde{f}(x) \) to obtain the smoothed image \( f(x) \) can be expressed as

\[
\tilde{f}(x) = \sum_{\xi} f(x) g(x, \xi),
\]

where \( g(x, \xi) \) measures the geometric distance between the center pixel \( x \) and a pixel located at a nearby point \( \xi \) within a neighborhood centered around \( x \). In terms of Gaussian filtering, it is defined as

\[
g(x, \xi) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma^2} e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{||x-\xi||}{\sigma} \right)^2},
\]

where \( \sigma \) serves as a parameter to control the impact of the low-pass filtering in the spatial domain. In the programming language C, the Gaussian convolution for a neighborhood of size \( w \times w \) can be stated rather easily using a two-dimensional array of coefficients, as shown in Listing 1.

```c
1 data_t coeff[w][w];
2 data_t gauss(data_t window[w][w])
3 {
4   data_t accu = 0;
5   for(int i = 0; i < w; i++)
6     for(int j = 0; j < w; j++)
7       accu += window[i][j]*coeff[i][j];
8   return accu;
9 }
```

Listing 1. 2D Gaussian convolution for a single pixel.

In general, Listing 1 can be regarded as a template for two-dimensional convolution, not only for Gaussian kernels, but also, for example, for edge detection using a Sobel kernel.

B. Memory Architecture

Local operators, such as the Gaussian convolution, operate on a local neighborhood, also referred to as window, and therefore often need to access a pixel more than once. Thus, handling streaming data on an FPGA requires a memory architecture to retain data for multiple accesses. An efficient memory architecture for streaming data uses a combination of line buffers for storage of complete image lines and memory windows for the actual processing of local neighborhoods. The interaction between the line buffer and the memory window is shown in Figure 1. New image data are stored in the line buffer, which is then used to update the memory window. In order to update the window, that is, to move it to the right, all of its contents are shifted to the left and the pixels of the rightmost column are obtained from the current column of the line buffer as well as the new input element.

C. Causality and Border Handling

Another challenge for stream-based image processing using local operators is that almost half of the data in the window is not available when processing the central pixel. This means the filter is acausal because it uses some samples from the future. In practice, only causal filters may be used, so the response of the filter must be shifted by \( \tau_y = \frac{w-1}{2} \) steps into the past. A solution is to simply wait until all the data for the window are available, which increases the group delay by \( \tau = (\tau_y \cdot w) + \tau_x \) pixels.

In addition to causality issues, we also have to deal with processing the image borders, where a part of the window lies outside of the actual image. Just skipping over these positions is usually not an option since it may either decrease the output image by nearly half of the window size in each direction or leave a visible frame around the processed region. Border treatment provides several techniques to extrapolate the missing information from available image data or replace it with a constant value.

D. Filter Assembly

Under consideration of the aforementioned aspects, we can assemble the filter structure to obtain a hardware accelerator for the two-dimensional Gaussian convolution. We read the input image pixel by pixel from the input stream, store the data in the line buffer and compute the three \( 3 \times 3 \) Gaussian convolution for every pixel using the neighborhood pixels as provided by the memory window and write the processed pixel to the output stream. The assembly is encapsulated in the process-function in the following Listing 2, which also serves as the entry point for high-level synthesis.

```c
1 #define GRP_DLY 1 // group delay
2 void process(
3     hls::stream<data_t> &img_in, // input stream
4     hls::stream<data_t> &img_out // output stream
5 )
6 {
7     data_t[2][n] lb; // line buffer
8     data_t[3][3] wnd; // memory window
9     data_t in_pix, out_pix;
10    ROW_LOOP: for(int row = 0; row < m+GRP_DLY; row++){
11        COL_LOOP: for(int col = 0; col < n+GRD_DLY; col++){
12          // READ NEW PIXEL
13          if(row < m && col < n) {
14            new_pix << img_in;
15            // BUFFERING AND BORDER TREATMENT
16            ...
17            }
18          if(row >= GRP_DLY && col >= GRP_DLY){
19            // COMPUTE CONVOLUTION
20            out_pix = gauss(wnd);
21            // WRITE OUTPUT PIXEL
22            img_out << out_pix;
23        }
24    }
25 }
```

Listing 2. Streaming data computation of the 2D Gaussian convolution. High-level transformations are not included.
Point operators for image transformations, such as to increase the brightness of an image, can be specified as follows.

```cpp
1 template<typename T> class PntOpBright{
2 private:
3  const T factor;
4 public:
5  PntOpBright(const T _factor) : factor(_factor) {};
6  T operator()(const T &pixel) const{
7      return pixel*factor;
8  };
9};
```

Listing 5. Point operator for brightness increase.

The specified point operator can then be included in an image processing accelerator as follows.

```cpp
1 PntOpBright<float> pnt_operator(1.1);
2 proc_pntOp(img_in, img_out, pnt_operator);
```

Listing 6. Execution of a point operator.

### B. Local Operators

We provide two simple ways of implementing local operators in our library. Either by specifying the weights right ahead in the HLS code which will be synthesized and therefore cannot be modified afterwards. Or by passing them as interface parameters prior to the image processing, so the weights can be changed between the processing of two images. For convenience, we have predefined frequently used kernels (such as Gaussian, Sobel, and averaging kernels) to elude the process of repeatedly typing these in. The implementation of such a kernel (here, for example, a 5 × 5 Gaussian) can be kept rather short, as in Listing 7.

```cpp
1 ConstWindow<float> local_operator(Gauss5x5);
```

Listing 7. Execution of a predefined convolution kernel.

A custom kernel only requires to add a definition of the kernel elements, as for example a two-dimensional emboss kernel:

```cpp
1 const float emboss_krn1[] = {
2    -2.0f, -1.0f,  0.0f,
3    -1.0f,  1.0f,  1.0f,
4    -0.0f,  2.0f,  2.0f,
5};
6 ConstWindow<float> emboss(emboss_krn1);
7 proc_locOp(img_in, img_out, emboss);
```


Apart from two-dimensional convolution, the proposed approach is also suitable for other local operators, in general.
V. Experimental Results

In order to assess the performance of the image processing accelerators developed with the proposed library, we have evaluated two-dimensional convolution with Gaussian (Gauss) and Sobel kernels. For these kernels, Vivado HLS contains an OpenCV implementation, we were able to compare our results to (refer to Table I).

To give an idea of how productively the accelerators may be developed, Table II lists the required Lines of Code (LoC) to specify the image filters. As the Gaussian and the Sobel filter can be computed using predefined coefficient windows, the required code is quite short, if compared to a hand coded (h/c) implementation. As the table also lists the LoC for the specification of these two filters in OpenCV, it can be seen that our approach is almost equal. The algorithms were implemented for images of dimension $512 \times 512$ and evaluated for different window sizes targeting a fixed initiation interval (II = 1). We have used the Vivado Design Suite 2013.4 for HLS and implementation on a ZYNQ 7045. The results are shown in Table I in terms of achieved latency (LAT, total number of required clock cycles), required BRAMs (BRAM), DSP blocks (DSP), flip-flops (FF), lookup tables (LUT), and required slices (SLICE). Also, the table shows the achievable maximum clock frequency (F [MHz]). The comparison of the two-dimensional convolution kernels between our approach and OpenCV shows that for the used version of Vivado HLS, our approach can produce faster accelerators at more efficient resource usage, in terms of choosing DSP slices for arithmetic operations over LUTs. Moreover, since our approach enables easy access to high-level transformations which, for example control the targeted initiation interval, the designer can easily evaluate different levels of parallelization for more complex designs.

VI. Conclusions

In this work, we have presented a lightweight library to support productive development of hardware accelerators for stream-based image processing using C-based HLS. The library supports point and local operators and seamlessly integrates with the FPGA fabric using FIFO interfaces. We have shown that the accelerators designed with the proposed library can achieve a higher quality of results at an equal coding effort than existing frameworks. Moreover, the compact representation of the library allows easy access to high-level transformations in order to control performance and resource requirements. In its current state, the proposed library can be obtained from the authors and will be made publicly available at a later development stage.
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